How about breakfast

#Event #Killing-time
#My_name_is #Bulgogi
#Korea #Best_of_best #Food
#VISIT_SEOUL @visitseoul_official

[How to participate]
1. Take a picture of Bulgogi
2. Upload required hash tags, reference @visitseoul_official and pictures in your SNS channel
3. completion

[Event]
A round trip plane ticket to Korea
Package tours to Seoul

How about breakfast

#Event #Killing-time
#My_name_is #Bulgogi
#Korea #Best_of_best #Food
#VISIT_SEOUL @visitseoul_official

[How to participate]
1. Take a picture of kimchi-jjigae
2. Upload required hash tags, reference @visitseoul_official and pictures in your SNS channel
3. completion

[Event]
A round trip plane ticket to Korea
Package tours to Seoul

How about breakfast

#Event #Killing-time
#My_name_is #Bulgogi
#Korea #Best_of_best #Food
#VISIT_SEOUL @visitseoul_official

[How to participate]
1. Take a picture of Bibimbap
2. Upload required hash tags, reference @visitseoul_official and pictures in your SNS channel
3. completion

[Event]
A round trip plane ticket to Korea
Package tours to Seoul